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 summary

world was made for you 

tomarrow is yours to keep !

the none existent

JUST A GIRL 

hope you understand 

Broken Key

 ..World of lies..
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 world was made for you 

Beautiful soul  

Shining threw the sky  

oh so high  

Grace was made for you  

You stand tall as pride  

Was made for you  

Struding down the streets  

As they were made for you , 

Feel the softness and silk  

As it was made for your skin  

Energy fill your soul with happiness  

As it was made for just you  

Be you as beautiful as you are  
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 tomarrow is yours to keep !

Today I cry  

Today I serender  

Take it all  

Take what is yours  

Take what is mine  

Take what I worked for  

Take my life  

Take my love  

Take my tears  

Take it all  

But tomarrow  

Tomarrow I'm going to be great  

Tomarrow I will concur all fear  

Tomarrow I build alone  

Tomarrow I cry no more  

Tomarrow I stand  

Tomarrow I'll revive better  

Tomarrow I am reborn  

Tomarrow I'm creating
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 the none existent

be free he whispers in her ear  

Control yourself he yells  

never understand the feeling  

so he abuses her of words  

get out she yells in her head 

but he cannot hear  

she loves hard  

he pushes harder  

feeling used  

but she takes what she can get  

the heart is  dangerous  

her farther once said  

Broken as he is  

let out your inner beast the world yells  

as she doesn't accept  

he doesn't love you he repeats in her head  

but her pride and her heart is stronger  

she lives fixing the broken and numb .  

but is none existent 
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 JUST A GIRL 

 I touch the sky, 

Breathing on the earth underneath  

My knees get weak  

Filling  the water in my cup  

Half empty it feels, 

Never full of life  

The darkness surrounds me  

Greed fills my house  of sorrow 

Broken bones dead light  

A house whom never awakens  

Bleeding of feeling  

a girl Full of light  

But is destine for darkness  

I don't understand  

And I what to get out  

But who am I  

Just a girl 
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 hope you understand 

  

When you live your life so long without someone  

its hard to let them back inn no hate no regrets 

i forgave and understood  

but i what to move away i want to get over that part  

i what to finish what i have  

and be done with the pain and the hurt  

i have enough pain as i cant handle to be betrayed agin 

i am sorry and i live with that pain and the miss 

I have a chapter i have to close  

And i am still gathering up the pages 

i am  on half the time it took you  

so i hope you understand sorry much love  

  

Love and i miss you mom 
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 Broken Key

  

i have the key 

the key whom loved 

Betrayed by the lock smith 

who tortured 

My beloved 

Broken locks 

Empty doors 

He threw me away 

No good he said 

Sorry he calmed 

pick me back up 

and put me were I belong 

her key wasn't enough. 

a key is never enough 

Rooms start to fill 

he try to restore 

that key can never be restored 

and want good is a key 

if it never found its proper place .
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  ..World of lies..

 

  Be true to yourself    

Impossible she mumbles  

Drag your mind into it  

Stretch your soul 

be free 

Impossible she mumbles  

this world of two dimension  

she starts to see three 

Free at last her mind set as ease  

Worms start to wonder  

and the warmth fills her heart  

Death fills her mouth  

as its now impossible for her to mumble
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